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Industry 4.0 has significantly improved the industrial manufacturing scenario in recent years. The Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT) enables the creation of globally interconnected smart factories, where constituent elements seamlessly

exchange information. Industry 5.0 has further complemented these achievements, as it focuses on a human-centric

approach where humans become part of this network of things, leading to a robust human–machine interaction. In this

distributed, dynamic, and highly interconnected environment, functional safety is essential for adequately protecting

people and machinery. The increasing availability of wireless networks makes it possible to implement distributed and

flexible functional safety systems.
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1. Introduction

Factory automation has undergone a profound revolution thanks to the introduction of the Industrial Internet of Things

(IIoT) concept. In this context, information and communication technologies (ICT) are ever more used to create smart

factory ecosystems comprising distributed networks of objects capable of seamlessly interacting. Since the introduction of

such technologies, the push for innovation has continued to grow, as witnessed by the industrial revolution, referred to as

Industry 4.0 , which has been recently followed by Industry 5.0 .

Basically, Industry 4.0 is a concept introduced about a decade ago which relies on the intelligent networking among

machines, controllers, sensors and actuators, and processes in general, to implement digitized production systems .

This technology-driven paradigm enhances the manufacturing capabilities, improving production efficiency and flexibility,

while ensuring energy efficiency, rational use of resources, and environmental sustainability.

Industry 5.0 is a value-driven paradigm that is designed to complement and enhance the aforementioned features. Its

origin can be traced back to pioneering works, such as , and has since been adopted by the European Commission .

Industry 5.0 focuses on three main concepts, namely, the human-centric approach, sustainability, and resilience .

Particularly, the human-centric approach involves the direct participation of humans in the production processes to

facilitate robust, profound, and fruitful cooperation with machines. In this respect, a common example involves the

interaction between humans and collaborative robots (CoBots).

The innovative context described above poses further requirements for the communication systems deployed in the

industrial scenario . Two fundamental issues need to be addressed: (i) the pervasive use of industrial wireless networks

and (ii) the implementation of robust and effective distributed functional safety systems. In this regard, as collaboration

between individuals and machines is essential, ensuring a high level of protection is crucial for both operators and the

surrounding environment. Therefore, functional safety systems are of the utmost importance . Thus, in the Industry 4.0–

5.0 scenarios, it is necessary to implement robust, reliable, and safe communication protocols over wireless networks.

The benefits of this implementation are manifold. Notably, eliminating cabling results in significant cost-savings and

greatly enhances the flexibility and scalability of networks.

In this direction, the IEC 61784–3 International Standard  defined some effective protocols such as Fail Safe over

EtherCAT (FSoE), ProfiSAFE, and OpenSafety that, however, were primarily conceived to work with wired communication

systems. Nevertheless, thanks to the “Black Channel Approach” introduced by IEC 61784–3, they can be implemented on

wireless networks as well. Unfortunately, the introduction of wireless systems may negatively impact the behavior of the

plants that use the functional safety networks, due to the implicit uncertainty of the communication medium. As an

example, impairments like a delay in delivery a packet or, worse, a lost packet that occur during the operation of a

functional safety network may trigger the intervention of the safety stop function, with the consequent shutdown of the

plant.
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In this scenario, however, the opportunities offered by Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN)  may represent a valuable

and significant step forward. TSN is a family of standards originally conceived for Ethernet networks that has recently

started to be considered for industrial wireless communication systems as well. It includes protocols for distributed device

synchronization, traffic shaping and scheduling, and network redundancy (to mention some) that can be profitably used to

dramatically improve communication performance, particularly in terms of timeliness and reliability .

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, TSN has never been considered to implement functional safety networks, whether

wired or wireless. Based on this consideration, this research addresses the adoption of TSN for functional safety protocols

implemented over wireless networks, specifically Wi-Fi. In light of the current state of the art, and particularly with

reference to the contribution described in , this research presents some novel elements, as follows:

A reference functional safety protocol is introduced to make the analysis more general;

Various Wi-Fi modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) are used;

Different channel models are taken into account;

Two TSN protocols, namely, IEEE 802.1AS and IEEE 802.1Qbv, over Wi-Fi are employed.

The analysis is based on the specific case study of an automated warehouse in which robots and humans cooperate to

transfer goods from/to different areas of the plant. It is carried out through numerical simulations and focuses on the

behavior of two meaningful performance indexes, namely, the safety function response time (SFRT) and the percentage

of failed pollings (PFP), which will be formally defined in the following. The final goal is to assess whether TSN can bring

significant performance improvements, as well as to investigate the most suitable configurations of Wi-Fi and TSN in this

challenging field of application.

2. Reference Functional Safety Protocol

The proposed reference protocol is based on a master/slave technique that resembles those adopted by the protocols of

the IEC 61784-3. Basically, a master device cyclically polls a set of slave devices to exchange safety PDUs (SPDUs),

which contain safety-related data. In detail, such a polling operation can be either continuous or slotted. In the continuous

polling, the master starts querying the first slave and, upon completion of the polling operation, sequentially moves to the

following ones. When the last slave has been polled, the master returns immediately to the first one and starts a new

cycle.

In the slotted polling, slots of fixed duration are assigned to master and slaves. The polling cycle is determined by the

sequence of the slots. The master starts the cycle by sending the SPDUs to the slaves in its slot. Subsequently, each

slave is granted to transmit its SFPU in the slot assigned to it. When the slot of the last slave has expired, a new cycle is

started with the slot of the master. Clearly, TSN features are particularly helpful to implement such a technique since they

allow (i) strict synchronization of the nodes and (ii) assigning of the time slots to the nodes.

In agreement with IEC 61784-3, the reference functional safety protocol implements some countermeasures against

communication errors. They are listed in Table 1 and briefly described in the following. The safety CRC is an additional

CRC, with respect to that of the underlying communication system, calculated only on the safety PDU. The PDU

numbering is a technique that assigns a sequential number to each safety PDU exchanged between master and slave. It

is calculated by the protocol and inserted on a specific field of the safety PDUs. The watchdog is a procedure that allows

the checking of whether or not a device is alive. Finally, the slave authentication is a further safety technique that allows

the master to constantly know the list of slaves authorized to exchange safety information.

Table 1. Countermeasures implemented by the functional safety reference protocol.

Countermeasure Description

Safety cyclic redundancy check (CRC) Additional safety-related CRC

PDU numbering Numbering of safety PDUs exchanged between master and slaves

Watchdog Time-out associated with each device

Slave authentication Unique address assigned to each slave and stored by the master
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The countermeasures described so far are able to detect some specific communication errors, as listed in Table 2 (the

detailed description of the communication errors can be found in the IEC 61784-3 International Standard). When one of

such errors occurs, if it is detected by the master, this device issues a safe state transition request to all the slaves and

then enters the safe state by itself. Conversely, if the error is detected by a slave, this device sends the request to the

master, which in turn dispatches it to all the other slaves and then enters the safe state by itself.

Table 2. Error detection by the functional safety reference protocol.

Error Countermeasures

Corruption CRC and watchdog

Repetition PDU numbering

Incorrect sequence PDU numbering

Loss PDU numbering and watchdog

Delay Watchdog

Insertion Slave authentication

Masquerade CRC and slave authentication

Addressing Slave authentication
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